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About This Game
The player takes the role of aspiring rockstar who has retired as a gardener after an incident with a guitar he says he didn’t set on
fire. Unfortunately for him, the cou 5d3b920ae0
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English

mad gardener zombie massacre

The game is fun and relaxing! There is enough enemy varaiey to make the levels interesting.. Here is what I think: PROS: +
Casual gameplay + Nice Environment + Music is nice + Intro animations are awesome! THINGS TO IMPROVE: - UI: There is
inconsistency in the graphic style of the UI in terms of menus, icons, etc. The HP Bars and other elements are too big and
annoying most of the time, especially the "Double/Tripple Kill" text which is hiding half of the screen and is bumping right on
top of your Gardener. - Sounds for collecting coins are a must. Also the menu music is much better than the soundtrack used for
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the actuall gameplay. - The trailer for steam should definitely start with the intro animations from the game, it's setting the right
mood.. Here is what I think: PROS: + Casual gameplay + Nice Environment + Music is nice + Intro animations are awesome!
THINGS TO IMPROVE: - UI: There is inconsistency in the graphic style of the UI in terms of menus, icons, etc. The HP Bars
and other elements are too big and annoying most of the time, especially the "Double/Tripple Kill" text which is hiding half of
the screen and is bumping right on top of your Gardener. - Sounds for collecting coins are a must. Also the menu music is much
better than the soundtrack used for the actuall gameplay. - The trailer for steam should definitely start with the intro animations
from the game, it's setting the right mood.. The game is fun and relaxing! There is enough enemy varaiey to make the levels
interesting.
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